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     Since the introduction of Horst and Kipper’s book in 
1986, The Optimum Aquarium, the use of CO2 fertilization 
to increase submersed plant growth has gained considerable 
public popularity. The use of CO2 to enhance plant growth 
in algal cultures has been in use since at least the 1960’s and 
likely was used prior (Hunter and Provasoli 1964). Scientist 
have been adding CO2 as well as other aquarist for sub-
mersed plant growth fertilization and enhancement since at 
least the early 1970’s but few aquarist considered it’s usage 
even though science had shown that aquatic submersed 
plants were carbon limited under most conditions and places 
where plant growth was high, the CO2 levels were as well 
(Odum,1957). Many aquarists have assumed that CO2 is 
“bad” and not good for an aquarium and have added plants 
to remove this “waste”. Some suggest aquarist add CO2 gas 
with high plant density and intense lighting to maintain pH. 
While pH is related to CO2, it is certainly not why the hob-
byists add CO2.The pH rising is not the issue. Growth limi-
tation from low CO2 limited water is the real problem 
aquarist encounter. Aquarist can dramatically change the pH 
of the water many times by large water changes while in-
jecting CO2. Swings of over 1 full pH unit have no adverse 
impact on a wide range of organisms. This can be repeated 
weekly daily or any time frame with similar effects on the 
organisms. Large pH changes due to changes in the alkalin-
ity, dissolved minerals and salts can kill fish and harm 
plants, but the use of CO2 gas is not same the as adding 
these salts and minerals when addressing fish and inverte-
brate health. This is an important distinction that is very of-
ten overlooked when a hobbyist considers using CO2. 
 Most aquarist assumed that rapid pH movement due 
to CO2 fertilization, but simple observations can show this 
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Many aquarists have 
assumed that CO2 is 
“bad” and not good for an 
aquarium and have 
added plants to remove 
this “waste” …. 

Barr has speculated that add-
ing a fine mist of CO2 that both 
dissolves over time and directly 
comes into contact with plant 

leaves can increase plant 
growth further than 30 ppm of 

CO2... 

“Perhaps the biggest 
issue revolved around 
whether the hobbyist 

feels they need to 
fertilize with CO2 gas 

at all.” 

is not significant issue for either plants or animals.  pH and carbonate alkalinity 
are used to determine dissolved CO2 content, plants prefer (as defined as more 
growth/biomass produced/unit of time) CO2, not a specific pH/KH (carbonate 
alkalinity). Some have suggested that stable pH is better, yet a study by Ander-
son on a terrestrial plant showed that diurnally changes in CO2 increased plant 
growth rather than a constant high level of CO2 (1991). This was for a terres-
trial plant yet it does suggest some speculation for increased growth, less CO2 
gas use, less clogging of pump intakes through release of detritus build up, less 
chronic high CO2 exposure to fish and fauna, less chance of overdosing the wa-
ter and being able to add more CO2 when the lights are on thus producing more 
O2 to offset the increased CO2 level. The other aspect is that many aquarists 
have noted little significant differences with constant high CO2 levels. Bacteria, 
flowers and seeds are repressed under higher levels of CO2 as shown in numer-
ous studies in the research (bacteria: see web site and Moleyar and Narasimham 
1994; Phillips 1996). This is often used for shipping everything from produce to 
meat in CO2 gas enriched shipping containers and packing. Does this impact 
bacteria in planted aquariums? That question remains to be investigated. 
 Perhaps the biggest issue revolved around whether the hobbyist feels 
they need to fertilize with CO2 gas at all. The answer is that they do not need to 
add CO2, but if they want to increase growth and health of the plant, CO2 is the 
single best “fertilizer” they can add to improve the health of the plants. Adding 
CO2 removes the growth limitation that the plant experiences and should be 
treated much like a PO4, NO3, Fe limitation. It seems complex to the new 
aquarist and for them it very much is and many avoid it since they do not under-
stand it like they might adding an iron supplement once a week. It also cost a 
substantial amount of money for a gas tank and regulator. The suggestion of 
using Yeast is often a good way for smaller tanks less than 40 gallons or so to 
allow the new planted aquarist to see the benefits of CO2 enrichment without 
the initial expense. In this manner, the aquarist can justify the purchase of the 
gas tank CO2 system. 
 Past suggestions for CO2 dissolved levels on the web for culture of 
aquatic Macrophytes has been 10-15ppm (or mg/l) (Sear and Conlin, 1997). 
Many sites suggest this amount and in the past, this works reasonably well 
given the lower light intensities (normal output fluorescent lights at 2 watts/gal) 
that were used in the 1980’s and up until the 1990’s when power compact fluo-
rescent lighting became widely popular. Several hobbyists mentioned using 
more than 15ppm, but the general consensus was set on this amount and consid-
ered unhealthy for fish and livestock if it was higher. As more aquarist experi-
mented adding more, either deliberately or accidentally (often this is how they 
discovered many things, through their own errors), they found that 20-30ppm 
was a better range and caused no harm to fish and livestock (Barr et al 1997). In 
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“Each plant likely 
saturates at different 
levels although 30 

ppm is a good target 
based on past 

hobbyists experience 
levels … ” 

2005, most web sites suggest about 30ppm, about two times the past amount as 
more aquarists have found this produces the best results and reduced algae pres-
ence. 
 In the DIC component of the BarrReport (May, 2005), Van and Bowes 
showed that photosynthesis was fully saturated for 3 fast growing aquatic sub-
mersed weeds at 30ppm of CO2 (1976). Barr and other hobbyists have noted 
for many years that adding more than this amount yields no net gain in plant 
growth. Yet past observations and measurement has not taken into account an-
other form of CO2, the gas phase. Barr has speculated that adding a fine mist of 
CO2 that both dissolves over time and directly comes into contact with plant 
leaves can increase plant growth further than 30ppm CO2 that Van and Bowes 
found to fully saturate plant growth (1976). While this is the theoretical limit, it 
is for only three common submersed weeds, not all of the 300-400 species com-
monly kept in aquariums. Many plants vary in their number of stomata which 
provide gas exchange (Jepson et al 1975). Many plants have adapted to differ-
ent degrees and many have fewer stomata, less surface area to volume ratio, 
thus less ability to transfer CO2 rapidly to the chloroplast. Highly adapted 
aquatic plants have finely dissected leaves thus high surface area to provide 
more uptake surface for both CO2 and nutrients. Each plant likely saturates at 
different levels although 30ppm is a good target based on past hobbyists experi-
ences with roughly 300 or so plant species and varieties of submersed aquatic 
macrophytes. There simply is not enough research to make a comparison and 
generalization for all 300 species. 
 What has not been investigated is maintaining 30ppm and adding CO2 
mist (gas) on top of the 30ppm (aqueous) dissolved in water. While Bowes and 
Van suggested that the three species saturate in a thicker viscous water medium, 
no research has been done with adding the gas phase as well as an enriched 
aqueous phase CO2 in combination to improve plant growth rates. Some of this 
gas will be dissolved along the way as it is injected into the tank and this can be 
measured directly in solution. The CO2 gas that hits the plants and is taken in 
cannot be measured directly. Even with labeled radioactive 14 CO2, a fraction 
will be dissolved into solution and still provide uptake in aqueous form. In or-
der to show an increase in growth and avoid addressing these problems, a dis-
solved oxygen meter is used. This is the standard for measuring the production 
rate of submersed autrophes (algae, cyanobacteria and plants). Given any two or 
more treatments, this parameter (dissolved oxygen) can measure the plant’s re-
sponse differences in growth rates. This is what the hobbyists or aquatic horti-
culturists are after ultimately, better more robust plant growth. That goal should 
not be ignored when considering methods to improve growth, thus a DO meters 
is a very useful tool for reporting a standard unit of how well a planted tank is 
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doing compared to another treatment. Aquarist seldom use DO meters due in 
large part to their high cost. Many aquarist refer to the production of high levels 
of O2 in their aquariums as “pearling” from all the bubbles formed on the 
leaves after as few hours of light. Visual observations can go a long way and 
many discount this observation as inaccurate, but that is what the aquarist is 
looking for at the end of the day, something significant they can see without 
doing all the measuring and science. Many, if not most, aquarist care less about 
doing the study and taking of data, they simply want good information on how 
to grow the plants better, but does it work and does it help grow plants better? 
Barr relies on these observations heavily and then goes about explaining things 
from there using a DO meter to quantify the amount of this “pearling”. This ap-
proach focuses what to look for and the range. 
 Barr recently reconsidered why his plants started growing much better 
when he sprayed the CO2 mist around a high light tank (450 micromoles/m^2/
sec). Initially he assumed that the CO2 levels were higher. Testing the CO2 lev-
els showed some increase in CO2 levels (see figure 1) but the increased O2 pro-
duction showed that the increase in O2 production did not correlate with the 
small increase in dissolved CO2. Several other aquarist tried and found similar 
patterns. The current was the same prior to the observation, the CO2 delivery 
rate was the same, but plant growth difference was very dramatic. Even though 
the CO2 was dissolving prior, now it was not and the plants where growing 
faster. Additional observations on diel patterns of gas accumulation in CO2 gas 
– liquid diffusion chambers showed a pattern that suggested that the CO2 is less 
soluble later in the day as plant production increases and dissolved CO2 levels 
in the water increased. Gas accumulates and is rapidly dissolved (seconds ver-
sus hours for O2 or CO2 later in the day, see figure 1. 
 
 The observations: 
 
Internal CO2 reactor: 
 
 Barr has made numerous CO2 reactors and diffusion devices, as well as 
trying Carbo Plus, SeaChem’s Excel and high CO2 tap water to see how it im-
proved growth. Initially he started off with DIY yeast CO2 and sort to improve 
and enhance the efficiency of the small amount of inconsistent gas that yeast 
provided. He ended up making what is shown on the BarrReport as the internal 
venture reactor. The venturi modification was added as something to replace the 
stopper that plugged the venture hole (the stopper was lost). The added recircu-
lation of CO2 would help dissolve the gas better once it built up to a certain pre 
set level (the height down from the top of the tube). Observations later in the 
day after the gas was turned on: the reactor would fill up with a gas. At this 
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“… Using a disc 
diffuser eliminates the 

gas build up 
accumulation issue 

inside the reactors ....” 

point the reactor wasted gas, but the growth was excellent and even more so 
near the reactor. How could a reactor waste gas and perform better? It did not 
make sense initially. Some suggested it was O2 building up in there, but there is 
not a means for the O2 to degas into the tube, only CO2 is adding and there is 
an outward flow providing a counter current flow to cause O2 bubbles to flow 
away from this opening. There are no bioballs for the water to degas with in this 
particular design, just the venture loop. Further, the venturi loop provides a 
mechanism for removal of any accumulated gas as the gas bubble is effectively 
well mixed and purged, thus purging both the CO2 and any other “unknown 
contaminant”. Some suggested it was containments in the CO2 gas source. If it 
was other unknown gas containments as suggested, how can these same con-
tainments rapidly dissolved the following morning when the reactor is turned on 
again ( see figure 2)? Why wouldn’t they dissolve rapidly later in the day as 
well? The same argument is true for O2. Why would it build up during the day 
and degas and dissolve rapidly in the morning even when the O2 levels are high 
(see figure 1 and 2)? 
 
External CO2 reactor 
 
 This same rate of gas build up also occurs in external reactors. Most 
plant aquarists have noted this pattern as well as with the internal reactors. Most 
of these reactors possess bioballs which may degas CO2 or O2 over a super-
saturated solution, still, the same patterns are observed in the internal reactors 
over the same time scale that lack these degassing bioballs. This observation is 
key to rule out degassing due to the water hitting the bioballs. What the external 
gas reactors provided was a sealed vessel and a way to measure the time to dis-
solved CO2 and O2 with a specific volume/flow rate over time. This rate allows 
a comparison to be made at the different rates of CO2 dissolution into water, 
thus provide evidence for CO2 gas persistence later in the day as dissolved CO2 
levels are higher. 
  In both cases, the gas can be collected and measured before and after in 
a known solution to see what effect the O2 and CO2 levels are before and after 
adding this “unknown” gas. If the pH drops rapidly, it’s likely CO2. If it has O2 
then we should see a rise in the O2 levels in the sample and this can be meas-
ured like the pH. For this, Barr used a DO meter and a pH meter and a Lamotte 
alkalinity titration test kit. For dissolving the gas into solution, Barr removed 
the gas underwater using a syringe from the reactor that was placed into sample 
water. This prevents any air or other potential contaminates from entering the 
solution. The gas is then placed underwater (sample water of known carbonate 
hardness, O2 and pH) and bubbled into a vial to fill ½ full. The solution is then 
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chilled (this allows more gas to be dissolved into solution) for 30 minutes. The solution is then shaken vigor-
ously to dissolve the gas in the vial. Upon removal of the vial cap, the measurements are taken for O2 first then 
pH. 
 
Disc CO2 Diffusers 
 
 Using a disc diffuser eliminates the gas build up accumulation issue inside the reactors as a possible 
source for the higher O2 levels as well as a means to observe diffusion of so called contaminant gases. This 
adds direct CO2 gas mist into the water column. Many aquarist have watched the mist “disappear” into solu-
tion as the bubbles float upward. Several aquarist have suggested that the mist that floats and persist in the tank 
for a few seconds is contaminated with other gases. If that is true, how can the mist also dissolve before hitting 
the surface but also accumulate? It cannot be both cases. 
 
  Why does the mist dissolve completely in that observation yet when blown around through the tank 
suddenly it’s “contaminated”? You cannot have both occurring at the same time, it can only be one or the 
other, not both. This rules out the “other gases” argument. This mist also does not dissolve immediately, it 
does take a few seconds to occur and as the CO2 level is increased throughout the day, the time these bubbles 
persist is extended greatly. This theory is well supported by the external reactor experiment as the CO2 took 
hours versus seconds for the same CO2 gas at the same conditions other than high O2 and high CO2 (see fig-
ure 1). O2 was ruled out as a factor by adding that in pure form and testing the sample time required for disso-
lution (fig 1). The same type of observation is present with Disc method later in the day in terms of extra gas 
being present as mist (as opposed to a build up of gas inside a chamber catch like in the above 2 other meth-
ods). The time it takes for the CO2 bubbles to dissolve increases throughout the day. No other gas can accumu-
late inside the disc diffuser since it always has only CO2 gas blown through it so it removes the other gas build 
up issue. Thus all the bubbles are pure CO2 since they dissolve completely before reaching the surface and 
only emanate from the disc surface. How can these bubbles dissolve before they hit the surface in a few sec-
onds at the start of the day and later in the day, persist much longer? What supposed “contaminant gas” would 
consistently behave this way? 
 
 This rules out the other gases not being dissolved in the bubble therefore the same observation can be 
assumed for the internal and external reactors mist as well since the test of the internal gas inside them dis-
solved rapidly and produced a higher ppm CO2 level in a test sample vs. the control. All three methods to dis-
solve CO2 gas show similar patterns which also lends greater support to this theory. 
 
 It is still unknown why precisely why plants grow faster and better with mist of CO2 gas. This report 
was produced to show that the mist is CO2 and that adding it does correlate with better plant production in 
submersed conditions than 30ppm dissolved in solution alone. No research has been done to the author’s 
knowledge specifically for submersed plants and CO2 enrichment with different dissolved and gas phases. If 
the CO2 was labeled with 14C, there would still be some CO2 being dissolved into the water and this issue 
will be much more difficult to resolve other than correlation and assumption. Still, the knowledge is highly 
useful from a horticultural standpoint even if the mist is not the cause of the higher plant growth (although 
other potential factors have been ruled out fairly adequately). 
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If it’s not the mist then what is causing the added growth? 
 
We know it’s not: 
• Current/flow differences- this was maintained versus the control 
• Other contaminate gases 
• Type of reactor/diffuser 
Nutrients or light 
 
 What other possible mechanisms or environmental constraints could cause an increase in growth that is 
this substantial? There are few options left. 
Barr suggested the Fick’s first law as a good starting point to consider thus suggested gas mist in addition to 
30ppm dissolved in water that increased the transfer of CO2 to the plant. This seems impossible since photo-
synthesis saturates at 30ppm for three common submersed aquatic weeds (Van et al 1976), but can we assume 
that adding gas mist coming into contact with the plant leaves (which was not done in that experiment) as well 
will not produce more photosynthesis? 
 
Figure one shows the rate at which CO2 and O2 dissolve under similar conditions. On average (n=7), the CO2 
dissolved showed 41 seconds to dissolve and the O2 showed over 3791 seconds to dissolve, about 92 times 
slower for O2. 

 
 This shows that it takes hours ver-
sus second for the gas to dissolve at the 
start of the day. An aquarist merely has to 
stop their CO2 external reactor at night 
when the light are off, wait till morning and 
observe the gas chamber in the reactor rap-
idly dissolve at the same rate as the CO2 
that is added in the above experiment. This 
similar rate shows that the gas inside the 
chamber must be similar to CO2. Testing 
the residual build up also showed the gas to 
depress the pH. Given the rate of dissolu-
tion and the depression of pH, the gas must 
be CO2. If it dissolves so readily, why 
would it build up at higher CO2 levels later 
in the day? This suggests that the mist will 
also persist longer in solution as well. The 
rate of this CO2 gas build varies with the 
aquarium, its status (temperature, lighting 
etc) and will be addressed at a later time, 
but the build up is CO2. 
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 According to the First Law of Diffusion, the transfer of solute atoms per unit area in a 1-dimensional 
flow can be described by the following equation: 

 
 Where J is the particle flux, C is the concentration of the solute, D is the diffusion coefficient, x is the 
distance into the substrate, and t is the diffusion time. The negative sign indicates that the diffusing mass flows 
in the direction of decreasing concentration. Fick's First Law- The flux of diffusion is proportional to the con-
centration gradient (J = -D c/x, where D is the diffusion coefficient, c is concentration and x is the distance. 
Fick's Second Law- The rate of change of the concentration of diffusion is related to the derivative of the dif-
fusion coefficient time the gradient (c/t = (x)[D(c/t)] . Are the diffusion coefficients the same for 30ppm 
thicket viscous liquid water solution and a 99.9% CO2 gas? No, the rate of diffusion from the gas to the water 
is well known, roughly 10,000 times slower for both O2 and CO2. Also, the coefficient for a gas is radically 
different than that of a liquid. 
 Example: Imposition of slow rates of gas exchange. This arises from small diffusion coefficients for 
gases in water compared with those in air (e.g. oxygen, 0·21 cm–2 s–1 in air; 2·38 x 10–5 cm2 s–1 in water) and 
from the development of substantial unstirred boundary layers around tissues, especially in still water 
(Armstrong, 1979). This rate is similar to comparing the rates of diffusion of CO2 across the surface from the 
air above in the planted aquarium. Gas does not diffuse rapidly in a solution, but it does as a gas. The problem 
is measuring the percentage that gets dissolved versus the percentage that makes contact with the plant as a 
gas. Thus the indirect DO meter measurement lends support for increased growth rates. 
 Is the concentration difference the same with water with 30ppm versus a gas that has 99.9% pure CO2? 
Refer to the second law with respect to both time and concentration. In both cases the gas has more concentra-
tion and as the day progresses, more contact time with the gas phase. Even not knowing the math or the an-
swers, one can predict that the flux, the rate of which the CO2 diffuses is going to be much faster with the gas 
CO2 mist. But this is not a single flux……….we have both the liquid and the gas diffusing at the same time. 
Teasing part the gas and liquid phase contribution will be difficult. 
 So how does this affect plant growth? Theory is nice and several arguments exist for both sides of this 
question. Barr decided to use O2 measurements for the standard for plant production. This gives an accurate 
measurement of differences in growth rates between treatments. 
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Figure 2 below shows the DO level changes with and without the CO2 mist and the CO2 dissolved into solu-
tion. The dissolved CO2 differences were w/o mist at [34ppm]. With mist:[38ppm] with n=7. 

 
 Figure 2 shows that a significant difference in O2 
production occurred with each treatment (123 vs. 
157 % saturation). The difference between the 
CO2 levels between the two treatments were not 
significant as error in the measures and the stan-
dard deviation with the CO2 measurements were 
overlapping and very close(3 ppm of CO2), 
whereas not with the O2 measurements (a differ-
ence of 25%). Thus the growth between each treat-
ment shows the strong relationship based on some 
other mechanism other than dissolved CO2. 
 
 This observation leads to the gas phase the-
ory for the increased growth rate observation. The 
other argument was chloroplast movement within 
plant cells could potentially move closer to the cell 
wall to obtain less distance to diffuse the CO2 gas 
into the chloroplast at a high flux rate. Gorton et al 
shown that this does not occur in some plants 
(2003) although Barr has suggested it. A final note 
for those less enlightened about using yeast versus 
CO2 gas tanks. Environmentally, using bottled gas 

is better, since manufacturing it adds to greenhouse effect, and bottled CO2 is captured as part of the manufac-
turing process of many materials, and then recycled. Fermenting, CO2 generators, and baking soda and vinegar 
methods all generate new CO2 and add to greenhouse effect. This is something to consider as many aquarist 
are unaware of the process which CO2 gas is obtained for industrial, food and research use. 
 
 
 Below is a test on the venturi loop differences in pH decline on an external CO2 reactor (table 1). The 
author suggest trying this method out and the mist method to judge for yourself as well as observe the rate of 
dissolution of the gas inside the reactor tubes when the flow is started when the lights/CO2 pump is turned on 
and compare that rate with the evening before the lights and CO2 supply are turned off. While few aquarists 
have DO meters and access to pure O2, they can observe the rate the gas dissolves at ambient CO2 (morning) 
conditions and at high levels of CO2 (evening). This observation is very consistent and addresses the contami-
nant gas theory, the O2 build up theory and also the persistence of CO2 as the ppm of CO2 rises through the 
day cycle. 
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Test: Venturi 
 

 
Table 1 
References: 
http://www.plantphysiol.org/cgi/content/full/132/3/1529 
Bacteria and meat: 
http://www.co2technologies.com/meatco2strippad.htm 
Bacteria: 
Anderson, N.E. 1991. The influence of constant and diurnally changing CO2 concentrations on 
 
Armstrong W. 1979. Aeration in higher plants. Advances in Botanical Research 7: 225–332. 
 
Barr , 2005, The BarrReport. wwwBarrReport.com 
 
Denny M. 1993 Air and water: life's media. Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, USA 
S H Hunter, and -L Provasoli 1964.Annual Review of Plant Physiology 
Vol. 15: 37-56 (Volume publication date June 1964)  
(doi:10.1146/annurev.pp.15.060164.000345) 
Nutrition of Algae 
Moleyar V, Narasimham P. 1994. Modified atmosphere packaging of vegetables: an appraisal. J Food Sci Technol 31(4):267-78. 
 
Odum, HT (1957) Primary production of eleven Florida springs and a marine turtle grass community. Limnol. Oceanogr. 2: 85-97 
 
Phillips CA. 1996. Review: modified atmosphere packaging and its effects on the microbiological quality and safety of produce. Intl 
J Food Sci Technol 31:463-79. 
 
Sculthorpe C. D. 1967 The biology of aquatic vascular plants. Edward Arnold, London, England 
 
Titus, J.E., and J.H. Andorfer. 1996. Effects of CO2 enrichment on mineral accumulation and nitrogen relations in a sub-
mersed macrophyte. Freshwater Biology 36:661-671. 
 
Titus, J.E., R.S. Feldman, and D. Grisé. 1990. Submersed macrophyte growth at low pH. I. CO2 enrichment effects with 
fertile sediment. Oecologia 84: 307-313.  

Treatment Venturi No venturi 

Internal reactor gas pH:  6.8 pH: 7.2 

External gas reactor pH: 6.6 pH: 7.0 

Disc XXXX XXXX 
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